Advanced Energy Works for California

Raminta Jautokas is the manager of Connected and Environmental Business Development at American Honda and has been with the company for nearly 20 years. She holds a mechanical engineering degree from University of Illinois in Champaign-Urbana, is a LEED Green Associate and has completed numerous Association of Energy Engineers classes.

She designed and launched the Green Dealer Program for Honda and Acura automotive dealerships in 2012, expanding to include motorcycle and power equipment dealerships in 2015. This program is based on a comprehensive set of environmental best practices with a focus on energy reduction. Raminta is also responsible for Honda’s Green Dealer guide, a resource that helps business owners quantifiably reduce their energy and water consumption.

Raminta is Honda’s North American representative of greenhouse gas accounting and reduction strategy and is responsible for consolidating and reporting CO₂ data from Honda’s U.S., Canada and Mexico operations.

Honda established operations in America in 1959 and today employs more than 31,000 associates in the United States. In California, Honda directly employs more than 3,200 associates with a cumulative capital investment of $1.6 billion.

In 2017, nearly two-thirds of the Honda and Acura automobiles sold in the U.S. were produced in America, using domestic and globally sourced parts.

“Reducing our global carbon footprint is vitally important to our future. I work in advanced energy because it is the first step we can take towards achieving a zero carbon society.”

— Raminta Jautokas, Honda

Advanced Energy Works
A movement of advanced energy workers and supporters to make advanced energy grow, create millions of jobs, and strengthen our economy in communities across America.

advancedenergyworks.org / Twitter / LinkedIn